During system design and evaluation, development of optimal decision making rules required to simulate a teleologies system can be very difilcult. The Operational Evaluation Modeling (OpEM) inductive/ adaptive exWrt system controller, integrated into the OpEM Simulation Tool Kit, ean greatly facilitate this task. The deeision rule development procedure optimizes system effketiveness by initial induction of the rule tree, using sample deeision eases, followed by adaptive rule strength modification to optimize decision making.
INTRODUCTION
At certain events during a computer simulation of system operation decisions must be made. Typical decisions determine allocation of resources or choice of alternate actions. In many cases a simple algorithm may make a local, context free deeision during a simulation run. As decisions become more context sensitive, the algorithm to evaluate the logic necessarily beeomes complex.
Such algorithms are difficult to write and modify.
As complexity increases, it beeomes attractive to employ a formal system for deeision making during system operation. One such system is an 'expert system' that generalizes 'IF' statement logic in a way that can be easily specified and adapted.
Input of text data specifies the initial decision making rules, and rule adaptation is performed while the simulation is running.
Use of expert systems in simulations is not new (Buchanan et al 1988 , Reddy et al 1986 .
However, most applications have been in the area of manufacturing systems, viewing the system as a network of queues and servers.
TMs queuing theory view tends to be context free.
The railroad system discussed in this paper is highly context sensitive, making it more difficult to make decisions. will occur after event chain Ea Eb ... EC has been executed. The problem is that there maybe thousands of such transitions to choose from when making a decision in a system. It is ditlicult to know which transition is most effective for each decision ease and to devise a set of rules that decides all of these cases correctly.
One solution to this problem is to assist analysts in visualizing system operation, so that they ean better understand a context sensitive system, and to automate as much as possible the development of optimal decision making rules.
Automating the knowledge engineering process to facilitate decision rule development is highly desirable when modeling context sensitive systems. System engineers can specify the information (facts) needed to make a decision and they can usually make the correct decision given the facts about a situation. They make these decisions by visualizing desired system operation and specifying the proper decision for each situation. However, systems engineers are usually not good at devising an optimal rule tree needed to make all the correct decisions for a given domain. When a train wants to move, it asks the regulator process to make a decision.
The regulator process checks the state of each train in the system, the state of each track and parking station, and then decides which trains will be allowed to move, scheduling the next events in system operation. The use of a regulator process is similar to real world operation. Allocation of system resources to a train by a dispatcher who knows the state of all trains and resources in the system is much better than by the computer driving the train that knows only its own state.
State Space and Knowledge Base
The state variables used in the model to deseribe the states of system resourees are SS1, SS2, SS3: total number of tracks available at substations S1, S2, and S% S1, S2, S3: number of tracks currently available (not busy) at substation S1, S2, S3; and T1, T2, T3, T4 number of tracks currently available (not busy) along each segment.
The state of each train, stored in a dynamically allocated moving object record (Corey and Clymer 1991), includes the dkcrete state, type of train (fast or slow), position, and velocity. In addition to state variables, facts describing the state of system resourees and trains are stored in the knowledge-base.
Situations to be Avoided
Deadlock problem To avoid these problems, a decision making policy was derived to control the trains by rnaldng decisions during simulated system operation.
Rule 1: Any train ean move if a track to and parking place at the next substation is available; however, if a train is parked at the next substation and is going in the same dh-ection, then the passing rule applies instead (rule four).
Rule2
Whenever a fast train contends with a slow train for a resouree, the fast train has higher priority than the slow train.
Rule3: Whenever two trains of the same type (fast or slow) contend for a resouree, the train arriving first has higher priority than a train arriving later.
Rule4
A fast train ean pass a slow train going the same direction at the next substation if a track to and a parking place at the next substation is available and two trains going in the opposite direction are not passing at any substation beyond the next substation.
Rule & If the number of the trains going in the same direction is larger than a given number, no more new train arrivals are allowed into the system from that dkction (i.e., they wait at station A or E).
Effectiveness of Induced Rules
The regulator process monitors changes of knowledge-base facts to allocate system resourees using rules. When the regulator is consulted, it executes the OPEM Expert System Controller Program to decide if each train waiting at a station can move.
After all train movement possibilities are decided, global rules are then used to select the train having highest priority for each track. Figure 6 shows one of the global decision making rules. for resources. The figure shows that the policy of fat trains having higher priority has been implemented. figure 9 , where A, B, and C are all integer values with both A and C positive.
The shape of the fuzzy membership function can be defined by specifying A, B, and C. "A" is the spread of the membership function, "C +A" is the mean value of the function (i.e., where the evaluated ax-taint y factor equals 50), and "B" controls the slope. C is kept zero unless a symmetrical function is desired. results. An inverted S-function results when B is negative. IfB is even, the function becomes a rounded peak about the mean value of (C +A). In this case, C should not be zero and should be large enough to allow the membership function to be symmetric everywhere.
A more complex rule tree is shown in Figure 10 .
Thk tree has internmdate rules that give values to decision objects. The top of a rule tree is the goal objeet. All rules having the goal object name in their conclusion form the top branches of the tree. At each level rules connect premises to conclusions. Premises of rules contain either knowledge-base facts or decision facts that are inferred facts. In addition, if each case is covered by a set of rules of increasing specificity, a default rule hierarchy is formed (Clymer 1990 , Holland et al 1985 that is useful in adaptive learning.
The OpEM Pa.seal Simulation Tool Kit (Clymer 1990a (Clymer , 1990b routines are executed by a simulation OpEM Expert System Controller (Clymer 1989 (Clymer , 1990c (Clymer , 1992a (Clymer , 1992b has interfaces with these simulation routines to resolve decision conflicts and choose the best (most effective) decision.
Given If it is not an acceptable rule, the process continues, each time the next most frequently occurring premise fact is added to the premise until an acceptable rule is found.
The search proceeds from the most general hypotheses (one fwt premise) to more specific hypotheses until a consistent rule is found.
The algorithm considers a set of competing hypotheses, generated as just described, and selects rules that cover the most cases. Cases are removed from consideration after they have been covered by a specified number of rules, forming a default hierarchy. A rule bid is a function of premise f%ct confidences and rule strength. The rule with the highest bid calculation usually makes the decision. The OpEM expert system controllerhaa an adaptive mode (Clymer 1992a (Clymer , 1992b , based on the "bucket brigade" algorithm (Holland et al 1985) , that automatically determines rule strength, measuring how well a rule contributes to system success. If a set of rules of increasing spcciticity is generated to cover each case, a default hierarchy of rules results as dkcussed above.
If As an example of the improvement that can occur, the initial case file for a sonar classification problem (Clymer 1992b) was based on decisions for only ten ships. Rules induced using this case tile were applied to classify 250 ships.
Cases corresponding to rule failures were added to the initial case tile and rules again induced in a second iteration.
The second set of rules classified 500 ships running in adaptive mode. The adapted rules classified a thousand ships without error in the no noise case. When noise was present, the adapted rules achieved optimal decision making performance.
Classifier Systems
In classifier systems (Goldberg 1989 , Grefenstette 1988 , Holland et al 1985 , the premise or conclusion of a rule can be expressed as a vector of numbers called a message.
Each number in the premise message indicates if a particular fact is included, not included, or included/not-included (don't care) in the premise.
Each number in the conclusion message indkates if a fact is included, not included, or passed through from the premise message. A rule posts a conclusion message in the knowledge base if its premise message is found in the knowledge base (i.e., rule fwes) and if it wins the bidding contest with other fired rules.
An example is a small animal that seeks out and consumes insects but runs and hides when a hawk appears.
A ckssitler system generates a sequence of effecter messages that causes the animal to scan its System operation is modeled using uniform time steps between messages resulting in changes of system state that can be a physical change in the system or a change in knowledge about the environment. Messages are received from the environment, a sequence of rules post messages in pursuit of system goals, and messages are sent to system effecters to implement system goals. In the small animal example, the goals are to eat insects and avoid hawks.
Learning occurs by adapting rule strengths to modify the bidding contest outcomes and by generating new rules.
New rules are generated using genetic operators to decide premise and conclusion fact changes. Through rule strength modification, bad rules generated are weakened and eventually eliminated by being punished when system goals are not achieved.
Good rules are strengthened and eventually amepted by being rewarded when system goals are achieved. Rule credt assignment is difficult in context sensitive situations, however (Grefenstette 1988) . The search through hypothesis space, resulting in convergence to an optimal set of rules to make system decisions, is more rapidly accomplished by considering a large number of alternate hypotheses in parallel, called a beam search. Rule bids are used to compute the probability of selecting a rule, giving all alternative rules a chance of being Each of these inputs is multiplied by a weight, and the products summed. Thk summation of products is termed xi and must be calculated for each neuron i, where i equals 1 to 5, in the figure. After xi is ealeulated, an activation function F is applied to modify~i, thereby producing an output signal. The output signal of the first layer is the input to the next (output) layer as shown in figure 11 .
The objective of training the network is to adjust the weights so application of a set of inputs produces a desired set of outputs. See Wasserman (1989) for details on how training is accomplished. For the passive ranging problem, a large number of target-sensor encounters were simulated to provide a training set of input-output pairs to train the network. If sensor-target geometry is restricted to a 20-80 degree look angle, the neural network learned to predict target position. Figure 12 shows a ease-based planning function (Hammond 1989 , Slade 1988 ) that aeeepts input on the goals to be satisfied and features of the situation covered and then generates a plan of action. A plan is a sequenee of actions that satisfies a set of goals for a system given a particular starting situation. The easebased planner shown is a learning system that learns by remembering plans that avoid problems, features that predct problems, and repairs that have to be made if those problems arise again in another situation. The assign indices function accepts input on the goals of a plan and features of the situation.
Case-based Reasoning
It applies rules to such information to generate indkes that characterize the particular situation such as problems, negative interactions between plan steps, that could arise in the new situations. Plans stored in memory are indexed by goals they satisfy, features of the situation, and by the problems they avoid and other characteristics. Therefore, the retriever function receives these three types of information as input and then uses them to locate the best plan. A similarity metric is used to judge the similarity of goals when determining partial matches. A plan may partially satisfy a goal (build a chair) by satisfying a more general statement of the goal (build furniture).
A value hierarchy of goals, where the highest value goals are the most dlfflcrdt to mo&fy when not satisfkd, is used to judge the relative utility of plans with respect to a set of goals.
The plan moditler function receives as input an old plan suggested by the retriever to rover the new situation and modifies it to satisfy any goals not satisfied completely.
To alter old plans to meet new goals and situations, the modifier needs a set of modification rules, critics with knowledge of goal specific requirements, and general plan specifications. ModMcation rules specify what steps to add to particular plans, given a particular goal to satisfy. Information in the form of special purpose critics, tailor the general modifications of a plan to the specific needs of the items required to achieve particular goals. The new plan is executed, and it is evaluated to determine how well it performed.
The test function can be done in the real world or using a simulation program, If a proposal plan achieves all of its goals, it is assigned indices and stored in memory. When a plan fails to achieve all its goals, it must be repaired so that the planning system can learn from its mistakes.
To place new plans in memory, the assign indices and store functions index new plans under the same goals, features, and problems that the retriever uses to find plans.
The goals that are used to index plans, however, are generalized so that the plans can be found in situations that are similar if not identical to those in which they were originally constructed. Generalization allows the planner to reason using analogy. The inputs to the explain and repair functions are the faulty plan and some description of the fault. A fault is either a desired state that was not achieved or an undesired state that arose during plan execution.
To repair failed plans and describe them to the assign indices and store functions, the repairer function requires a vocabulary of plan failures and repair strategies that are indexwl by the vocabulary. The repairtxl plan is sent back to be tested
To anticipate failures in the future, the cause of a plan failure must be determined.
To decide which features in a situation are to blame for a failure, the explain function needs to be able to build causal explanations of planning failures and to mark the states and steps that lead to the failures as predictive of them. The more extensive its vocabulary for this description, the more exact its credit assignment will be. 
Conclusion
Two basic problems are encountered when discovering rules to improve system control decisions. These are eredh assignment and rule generation.
Credit assignment modifies the strengths of rules that are used to make decisions in a sequence of events leading to either system mission success or failure. If the mission fails, all rules contributing to the failure are punished. If the mission succeeds, all rules contributing to the success are rewarded.
One purpose of credh assignment is to optimke decision making given a set of rules by altering the bidding competition among the rules. The sonar classification scenario dkeussed above is one example.
Another purpose of credit assignment is to identify eontexts where decision making could be improved by generation of better rules.
The credh assignment problem occurs because of context sensitive interactions among related decisions in a timeline. TMs problem can be solved by evaluating related decisions using domain knowledge.
For example, credit assignment is modified to consider whether a resource allocation decision followed priority policy, stated in the form of eontraint rules.
Contraint rules are also used to define when a decision can be made. Thus, domain knowledge is used to restrict the search for new rules to dkeovering when a decision should be made.
Credit assignment guides the search for new rules as follows (1) rules that are punished in some situations and rewared in others are too general and must be made more specific and (2) rules that have high strengths but do not fire often are too specific.
TINIS, adaptive rule strength modification, found in classifier systems, should be used to maintain alternative sets of rules that compete (a beam search), and tirnelines should be analyzed to identify good and bad cases of rule application using domain knowledge about context sensitive systems to guide the search for better rules. Such an approach would be a balance between classifier, ease-based, and explanation-based learning systems. Cl ymer, J.R., Corey, P. D., and N. Nili, (1990b 
